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Springer. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 398 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 6.1in. x
1.0in.Applications of Category Theory to Fuzzy Subsets is the first major work to comprehensively
describe the deeper mathematical aspects of fuzzy sets, particularly those aspects which are
category-theoretic in nature, and is intimately related to the first eleven years of the renowned
International Seminar on Fuzzy Set Theory. Though it brings the reader to the very frontier of the
mathematics of fuzzy set theory, its extensive bibliography, indices, and the tutorial nature of its
longer chapters also make it suitable as a text for advanced graduate students. Part I develops
model-theoretic foundations for fuzzy set theory, and in doing so, comprises an extensive study of
monoid-valued sets, sheaves over commutative cl-monoids, weak and quasi topoi, local existence in
such settings, and categories with two closed structures, including the logic and inference rules in
these latter categories for the unbalanced subobjects modeling fuzzy subsets. Part II refines and
works within non-model-theoretic approaches to fuzzy sets, giving a full account of the use of
categorical methods to describe fuzzy topology from the structure-theoretic, category-theoretic,
and point-set lattice-theoretic viewpoints. Explored in detail are set functors, topological constructs,
convergence, and the...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally intriguing throgh reading time period. I am easily could get a pleasure of looking at a
composed book.
-- Dr . Julius Goodwin DDS-- Dr . Julius Goodwin DDS

This pdf might be really worth a go through, and far better than other. It can be packed with wisdom and knowledge Its been written in an exceedingly
straightforward way and is particularly only soon after i finished reading through this pdf by which basically changed me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Ea r nestine B la nda-- Ea r nestine B la nda
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